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WHAT YOU WILL NEED:
60cm of Elastic (0.5cm-1cm wide)
Outer fabric and a lining fabric (Finished mask measure about 22cm wide and 14.5cm
tall)
Ideal fabric to use would be midweight natural fabrics such as cotton, calico, or linen
and denim. The more natural the fabric is the more it can withstand high washing
temperatures.
Remember fabric face masks and aren’t 100% safe against viruses, they are more for
the prevention of spreading a virus. We highly recommend that you wash your mask
after each day of use, especially if you have coughed or sneezed whilst wearing or
someone has coughed or sneezed near you.
CUTTING OUT
- Folding fabrics right side together place on the fold and cut 1 of your outer fabric
and 1 of your lining fabric

Cut on the fold

CONSTRUCTION

Face Mask Pattern
Cut X 2
1cm Seam Allowance

- Placing outer fabric right sides together (along fold line) pin and stitch both the top
and bottom dart using the dart line as a guide. Repeat for lining
- Trim seams to about half a centimetre from stitch the line and press both seams
- Place outer mask and lining right sides together matching centre seams, pin and
stitch a 1cm seam allowance along the top and bottom of the mask. Leave side seams
open.
- Trim seams to about half a centimetre from the stitch line, turn the mask out and
press.
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- Tuck in the side seams by 0.5cm and press. Fold side towards the lining by 1cm (This
may vary depending on elastic width) and press. Edge stitch to create a channel for
the elastic
- Cut 2, 29cm long pieces of elastic. (Measurement may need adjusting for different
faces, the 29cm is based on an ‘average’ household)
Thread the elastic through both side channels and stitch together to create a loop to
go round your ears.

